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Class Central Learn the Turkish alphabet, grammar, basic vocabulary, phrases and more. Turkish Basics provides basic language resources to learners of Turkish. The site is aimed at beginners, and might be useful if you're planning on travelling to Turkey, or if you have Turkish friends or relatives. Do you want to speak Turkish? To learn Turkish, you
must acquire Turkish words and know how to pronounce them correctly. Our free online lessons are tailored to help you learn Turkish effectively. In addition, our voice recording feature allows you to listen to your pronunciation, providing instant feedback to help you improve your Turkish. Study Turkish in just 5 minutes a day LingoHut delivers
online Turkish lessons designed the way you learn best. Activities and games make learning more effective, more personal, and more fun. In addition, our drip-feed approach dramatically increases your ability to retain the Turkish language. Thus, preparing you with the Turkish you need for a trip or getting a job. Learn Turkish & Speak Turkish Teach
yourself Turkish. Learn with 125 free lessons. There is no risk and no contract. Learn to speak Turkish. Totally free! As homeschooling grows, parents look for good foreign language resources to teach Turkish. Your homeschooler deserves the best platform to learn Turkish, giving them the tools to communicate and understand Turkish. This free
homeschool foreign language resource helps build Turkish vocabulary and provides a place to practice the proper pronunciation of Turkish. Does your child want to learn Turkish? Turkish resource for foreign language teachers It isn't easy for a foreign language teacher to find good foreign language resources to help students improve their new
Albanian language skills. At LingoHut, we focus on building Albanian vocabulary and teaching the proper pronunciation of Albanian. It is an entirely free resource that foreign language teachers can confidently recommend. Students do not need an account to learn on the website. Do you teach Turkish? Share this free foreign language resource. Boost
your professional development with Turkish language skills Invest in your future and learn Turkish to accelerate your career. With the rapid pace of change, you must continually update your skills and knowledge. Stand out from the crowd with Turkish language skills. Learn Turkish and get more out of your travel experience Before a trip, the best
preparation you can do is to learn some Turkish words. Learning Turkish will provide you with a better experience during your travels. Start learning Turkish today at LingoHut.com. Click on any of the 125 + free online Turkish lessons above to start your journey to communicate in Turkish. Learn Turkish with the "drip-feed" approach Imagine a
dripping faucet, each drop collecting to form a puddle that continues to expand with each drip. Similarly, this approach focuses on understanding Turkish in small increments. Think of each Turkish word as a drop and each Turkish phrase/sentence as a small puddle, which finally becomes the large pool of your new language mastery and success. Bit
by bit, step by step, drop by drop, Turkish is integrated successfully into your knowledge base! Start a new quiz Progression 0% Progression 1 0% Progression 2 0% Essentials Temel ifadeler 1 2 1 Hello Merhabamerhaba 2 Good evening Iyi akşamlariyi akchamlar 3 Goodbye Hoşça kalhochtcha kal 4 See you later Görüşürüzgörüchürüz 5 Yes Evetevet 6
No Hayırhayoer 7 Thanks Teşekkür ederimtechekkür ederim 8 Thanks a lot Çok teşekkürler!tchok techekkürler 9 Thank you for your help Yardımınız için teşekkürleryardoemoenoez itchin techekkürler 10 Don't mention it Rica ederimjidja ederim 11 Ok Tamamtamam 12 How much is it? Bu kaç para ?bu katch para 13 Sorry! Üzgünümüzgünüm 14 I
don't understand Anlamıyorumanlamoeyorum 15 I get it Anlıyorumanloeyorum 16 I don't know Bilmiyorumbilmiyorum 17 Forbidden Yasakyasak 18 Excuse me, where are the toilets? Afedersiniz tuvaletler nerede?afedersiniz tualetler nerede 19 Happy New Year! Yeni yılınız kutlu olsun!yeni yoeloenoez kutlu olsun 20 Happy birthday! Doğum günün
kutlu olsun!dowhum günün kutlu olsun 21 Congratulations! Tebrikler!tebrikler Printable version - Turkish (Vocabulary) We have adopted an objective and efficient approach to learn how to speak a language easily and quickly: we suggest you to start by memorizing words, phrases and practical expressions that you can use in everyday life and that
will be useful when traveling. Getting used to pronounce words out loud, numbers for instance, is an easy exercise that you can practice often and at anytime throughout the day. It will help you to get used to the sounds of your chosen language and thus make it more familiar. And once your holidays have begun, in Ankara, Istanbul or elsewhere in
Turkey, you will be surprised how familiar and easy to understand it will seem.Furthermore, using a pocket dictionary is always useful, particularly during a trip. It enables you to find the translation of new words and enrich your vocabulary. At the crossroads of Russian, Mediterranean, Balkan and Middle Eastern cultures, the Turkish territory is of
great importance in exchanges between these peoples, whether in economic, religious or cultural matters. This strategic position has favored the presence of a multi-ethnic population who have built the cultural and linguistic wealth of Turkey through the mixture of Anatolian, Ottoman, Western and Oghuz cultures. Between tradition and modernity,
this richness is manifested in the sumptuous architecture of palaces, mausoleums and mosques, in its literature, with authors such as Elif Şafak and Orhan Pamuk (winner of the Nobel prize for literature in 2006), the finesse of its music, or the diversity of its gastronomy, rich in pasta, meats, fish, vegetables and desserts. Located mainly in Asia, the
country is bordered by the Black Sea, the Sea of Marmara, the Aegean and the Mediterranean. The Turkish territory also has lakes, forests and two important mountain ranges. While Ankara is the administrative capital of Turkey, Istanbul, the largest city, is the country's financial, economic and cultural capital. Whether you are going to spend a few
days with friends for a leisure trip or if you are on a business trip, nothing will be more useful to you than to be able to slip a few words in the language of your interlocutors, who will appreciate your effort and will be certainly more willing to help. An official language of Turkey and Cyprus, Turkish is spoken by more than 70 million people. To learn
the correct pronunciation of Turkish, it must be taken into account that it is an agglutinative language with a widespread use of suffixes. Although the alphabet is quasi-phonetic (it is pronounced as it is read), with letters that almost always correspond to the same sound, the language includes a complex system of vowel harmony that organizes the
depth, rounding and aperture of vowels. The R is rolled, like the simple R in Spanish. The L is always velarized as in English. The K is pronounced as in French: it palatalizes before E, I, Ö, Ü. The Ğ is not pronounced, it always appears after a vowel. At the end of the word or before another consonant, it lengthens the vowel that precedes it. In
Turkish it is necessary to pronounce all the letters, since the junction of two letters does not create a new sound. We invite you to listen to the pronunciation of the letters by clicking on the following link: Turkish alphabet with audio. Alphabet > Turkish Your comments are welcome! Show comments ( + ) Are you a fan of the Turkish language and
want to communicate like a native? If so, you've come to the right place. This free online course will assist you in understanding and learning the fundamentals of Turkish. To begin, you will be introduced to the Turkish alphabet and how to pronounce each alphabet. Several examples will be used to practice the various sounds and pronunciations of
the Turkish alphabet. You will then learn how to greet someone and make a formal introduction of yourself. Various greeting phrases used at various times of the day will also be explained. Following that, you will learn about numbers. Basic numbers from one to ten will be covered, as well as how to structure numbers with tenths, hundreds, and
thousands. The course will also shed light on the vocabulary used in Turkish to represent various colours. Several examples will be provided to practice the names of various colours. The course's most interesting section will be about Turkish cuisine. Vocabulary related to the use of basic food items, as well as how this vocabulary can be used in
sentence structures, will be covered. You will also study the names of various animals in Turkish. Throughout the course, students will be given a variety of practice exercises to help them focus on the pronunciations and grammatical rules of sentence structures. Exercise and fitness vocabulary will also be provided. Several important verbs used in
everyday life will be highlighted. Verb formations in the present tense will be taught as well. This course will also teach you how to conjugate verbs. In the Turkish language, there are certain rules regarding vowel harmony and verb formations that will help you converse like a pro. Several examples will be used to demonstrate these grammatical
rules and formations. Date and time expression is an important part of any language. This course will educate you about the twelve months of a year, as well as the seven days of the week. Additionally, you will learn how to tell the time in Turkish. Numerous key phrases used in everyday conversations, such as ordering a meal or complimenting
someone, will be taught. This course is appropriate for anyone who wants to build a strong foundation in Turkish and is ideal if you are a professional linguist or someone who enjoys learning languages. Sign up today. Start Course Now
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